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ASSEMBLYMAN DOMINIC L.
familiar faces out there and I appreciate very, very much the response that we've
of our hearing here this morning.

From the information we have, there are 19 witnesses. There's a

sign-up sheet in the back of the room so that if others want to
agenda, go over to the sign-up

in terms

add your name to

and

to us probably at the end of our
go from there.

While it's good to see you here today, what brings us together is a very unfortunate one. As you
no doubt know, there was a shooting outside the Most Holy Trinity Catholic Church which is not far
from here.

One person was killed and another wounded and the community ended up

scarred. The incident -- this is not an isolated one -- the FBI tells us that crimes
increased 6.3 percent overall in 1986 and that crime was up in all but 7 of our 50 states. The Federal
Department of Justice has estimated that five out six of today's 12-year-olds will be victims
violent crimes during their lifetimes and the current crime -- if the current crime rate
Federal, state, and local governments have been throwing (?) millions of dollars of crime
efforts.

But if you look at the statistics, you have to come to the conclusion that we still are not

doing enough.
Today we will hear from some of the people who are involved in our anti-crime efforts. We are
also going to hold a similar joint hearing in Los Angeles on December 5.

Hopefully this process will

help us develop a better understanding of the problems and direct us toward most, more effective
solutions.
I want to thank you again in advance for coming here this morning and participating in this

very, very important event.
committee. And

would like to introduce to you

the

between the
the committee
on N

Senator Dan
Violence.

I'm sure a person

So to my left

familiar to you here in this area
on the Board of

He and I, as you

had the

on the Santa

of

Clara Board of Supervisors for a number of years.
Further to my left is Charles Quackenbush.

Mr. Quackenbush represents the area across the

valley to our west. We are pleased to have him on the committee and certainly appreciate the fact
that he could join us this morning to share our concerns with you. To his left is Tim Leslie who's from
the Sacramento area,

Tim Leslie.

And

Tim is a member of the Assembly

Subcommittee on Neighborhood Violence and Mediation and
us.

He has a long history with

to communi

certainly pleased to have Tim with
Tim and I go back

concerns.

number of years to the days when he was involved with these issues across the state.
With that, I'll defer to Members of the
sure that Senator

will make an

ask them if

like to comment.
Mr.

and

if you also

concern to a
here m San Jose
incidences and occurrences
around the

other com

to deal with. It also is one
if we
for

LU.Ul):;;:,

concerns of

to

But fortunately for us,
individuals
their

who are
that
the
soothe

say that I

going to

background paper if you haven't
done

the

Office
worked with
that.

and I

Also

here and the one in Los

to say the last
to solve
because

to

in any activities you
remarks

toward

assist us in how to solve your
CORTESE:
ASSEMBLYMAN TIM LESLIE:
appreciate

included here.

the areas in crime and
Community Crime Resistance
So

very interested

and are accomplishing something and the crime rate continues to go up,
look

could

very

to

Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Thank you very much. We do have staff

did a tremendous job,

resources and m

we think, in preparing the background paper and

com

contacts as well as we could, in terms of our new committee and new effort with regard to a
monumental problem.
To my far right is Linda Unruh who is with the Assembly Office of Research. Also to my left is
Casey Sparks who is the consultant to the Assembly Local Government Committee.

And then Mr.

McCorquodale's staff person, Michal Mendoza.
With that, I will go to the agenda.
agenda is Mr. James

And first off we will chat with -- the first witness on the

Director of the Santa Clara

Human Relations Commission.

Jim.
MR. JAMES P. McENTEE:

First

like to say good morning to all of you and thank you for

coming and listening to the testimony that we have on neighborhood violence and ways to go about
it.
My name is James P. McEntee.

the Director of the Office of Humru'l Relations for Santa

Clara County. \Ve have a couple of major responsibilities within the county. Our ordinance

us to take affirmative action to eliminate prejudice and discrimination within the

It also

gives us the overall responsibility to develop programs to promote harmony within the community. So
effectively we have a

and also to be

to eliminate

in the community and we have tried as hard as possible to be able to fulfill those ,."'",..,'"''"'"''
I'd especially like to thank the local

who are here who have been involved in these

Dru'l and Dom
mediation

conciliation

n¥Anc"'~

and interested in
What I'd like

say is

part of our office -- what was
at that

we were able

this

we developed different sources

this program in

started because we saw the need for this

own type of mediation of
community

that

they have hired him on as a civilia.-,
that had nothing to do with
other

of alternative programs that would be available in the

There was a time that-- there

Jose. I'd like to mention the name

In a sense, we

This program was

of program and also because there was a demand on the

part of the community that there be some

community.

and

who were very active in the City of San

Palomini that a number
of program

you know who used to do his
so a number of us fro::n the
a civilian

and

a whole different type of work
to come up with some

In this

of time

we would

three
in
who work on this program.
is what are the
We do

neighborhood
of volunteers.

ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:
better if
were

to do that anyway.
MR. McENTEE:

ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:
MR. McENTEE:

not

The'"'"''"'""'.""

effective when we receive the calls
of

but we

done

way to deal with

an

do call us
by
And this is any
that we do not deal with is divorce
we will not go

it

name but

know that

another and m
will use the
ahold of the other
The first
level. If we can at
the
very
level;

If we can deal

neutral third party to bring this

to a solution.
to

ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:
call them in?
MR. McENTEE: No, it takes their agreement

a
have recommended very

- sometimes we have had some cases where the

come to us. But we

or even the District Attorney's Office has recommended very
don't want to go into a thing where

where-

told me

are

come here so I've got to come here but I know you guys

for me. We
to come in. I think that most

use our own methods of talking to people so that
no matter how violent the situation has

to

especially in their

of

they want peace.
I always tell people when we start off that I will

up with all kinds of

kinds of pressures, have people coming in and doing other things. I
it.

at

all

like it but I can

But when I go home, I don't want to worry about who lives in front of me, who lives behind me,

who lives on the side of me. I think most people are pretty much at that type of level-of motivation. And

a place where they want peace and they usually respond to that
not know exactly how to get that and it's our job to
Now one of the things that we will always do

them to

to that.

for one

clear, that when you're dealing with this type of program,
have to hear what the people are saying, and what

home is

and I think
is a mediation

really

has to be very
of program, you

not be what

started talking about. I mean more of a situation-- I had a

and

me that they're going to blow the neighbors' garage to smithereens

7

didn't get it moved off their

must have come

built a new

I guess you came because

New York

line.

that

over the
But

their

do is

to

situations and realize that
I went out on a situation a

of months

and one happened to be a Chicano
Chicano family and they started
Jew called you." So I went into my whole
racial types of situations.

you

We're

between

human beings." I went to the other

down. I started

talking to them, to the woma."l, and her

to me was,

those low-grade Mexicans before you came to see me.
type of situation.

with a

were

Actually on that

I found from

watching Senator McCorquodale from time
there was a

them were

notice that you went

with their fence.

went

a hammer
the reason

of resolution

not to walk
not to do

it

order.

The

both from
break it up even
We were able to do it
to say, and the
upon
of a

that

when

of

We're not

ways in which in the future
not need to

upon

that we deal with are

I think the types of
that is

m

had some

to us.

and other rights groups.

We
with gay

m

I'm involved with the programs.

with any

of
groups

We have about seven or

or ethnic groups in the community that we have worked with very closely to resolve internal

problems.
One was about three months ago where we dealt with the Samoan community. There are about
6,000 Samoans in Santa Clara County and they were pretty well equally divided over the ethnic
community organization.
weeks.

And we worked with them to resolve this problem. It took a number of

It took developing an election process; it took working with them and even submitting the

results of it to a court but we were able to bring a peaceful settlement to that type of situation.
We had the same type of situation with the Filipino community back about three or four years
ago and were able to finally resolve the situation and also manage to develop an election process, and
that was extremely important to get that community

together.

We had a situation within the Serbian community out in the Saratoga area about five years ago
and we were able to bring that community together.
At the present time, we're working with the

(inaudible)

community.

We had a situation

referred to us by the Board of Supervisors; and though it's taken us pretty close to a year to

all

the parties working together, we feel that we are finally up to the point that although there are
differences, these are differences that people can work at and we've-- I think worked with ways
where they can work together for the benefit of their total community.
We also had one last year that was very educational for me where we got up with the Ethiopian
community.

I never knew there were so many people in this community.

The Board of Supervisors

wanted to fund a program. When they went to fund the program, they found out that there were two
boards both

that

were

board that should be
two boards

looked upon as the official
third board came up and
the
them

with.

took ten

And so we had to work all of

and then a full

with them before it was

a

are

of those are the official

"You

board. We are the board that you
I think

and

of a whole election

to cut out violence and threats in

that community and to getting that com

working with other community groups

On an individual level, I think that if

any

out there that ca.11 happen, we

called in somewhere along the line. We have been called in every once in a while about the number of
dog barking complaints;

had

we've got problems about trees

about

we have complaints about property lines;

older and

all their leaves in somebody's property.

And even though some of these don't seem like very serious

tuations when you first start talking

about them, we have found that every one of them have to be taken
out as a very simple type of situation

Cdll

very

grow into intense violence.

Dwyer who's here will tell us about it here -- he'll refer to a case told to us
situation where someone's

What starts
Lieutena,.1t Pat
this week-- of a
seem

like a very

you
can
we can work a close
enforcement
the crisis
different

not resolve the
that you
that then you have another
that in the cases that we
Once

is

the process, it

of time.

for

We feel that our

take a look at

have an alternative

the ways,
with

feel that it
the
The
a whole court
We feel that our

I think

able to

real well
lS

of

a

and whatever-- that it's
them they can't do this, that you go in and work
go in.

So we have people that are

out but that

be a multi-cultural

to be called 24 hours a

that

to be able to deal with the

problem within their own community but deal with it in coordination with other communities.
we'd like you to maybe look at that

of a program and

us to find

so that we could make that program more effective.

I would like to ask this committee to consider a

to mediation types of programs within the county and within the state:
One, I'd like to ask your committee to look into ways, with your resources, to
You know, if you watch the TV

public image for mediation, conflict resolution types of programs.

shows every night of the week, you can get three or four police shows; you have about four or five
programs that deal with the courts at the present time-- some
. . ~t5 ....15

some not

I was

that whole image of the courts. Last

-- but

some time out of the side of my

eye watching "L.A. Law". But this gives the whole image of a local

and

the
and those

that problems can be resolved if you have police, if you have lawyers, if you have
are going to resolve the problems of the world, and they will also be expensive and

take all the

money away from social problems and be an impossible type of situation to deal with.
We have gotten ourselves into this adversarial relationship.

And I would like to ask you to

explore ways with us where we can get programs, pay and salaries, whatever ways we need to do it
out into the community; that the best way to resolve a

is to resolve it yourself. A lot of us

have an edge on ways that we can do that, but we need some of the help that you could give us so
that we can have a whole different image, so that when a
can say, "Let's work it
call my
with us to
So

" And

ru!other

call a mediation

much what

deal with that situation.
like to

ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: Are you funded?
MR. McENTEE:

Our

person that is assigned to

at the

time

h 1ve a staff

it's county

Let me mention another

and

this is an area

those of you who are here-- sure were involved in
Resolution between SB 2064 and SB 123. What this
$3 surcharge on first filings in civil cases in both the

legislation; we worked with the

you can
SB

of programs, our

in. Last yea:r, the-bill on Conflict

did was to allow counties to
and

offices; and we're very

to put this in operation, because we felt that this
mediation and conciliation

out of the

Is

Courts. We backed this
when these bills were
of

We

we

ask them to recommend

courtrooms and how much

and all these

of the

Both the
were

Santa Clara

decided that

to recommend

on

felt the programs were,

more money,

that money, if

surcharges, and do it for more

into

of the courts and so forth.

I'd like to ask you to do
Number 1,

for courts

on

how

been done-

the state to

not

on a state

Francisco County, I believe Alameda County, Los

But

close to a year ago and they are getting the
And

-

we're not

County have already passed this
to fund

in this

contact the
programs.

I

state is

much

to take over the

types

necessary,

programs.

like to ask you to

that from a state

and

are

been done.

understru.'i.d all the

of it but my

these
is that the

of the courts.

ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: Mr. Chairman.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Yes, Mr. Leslie.
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: Is this the Board of
MR. McENTEE:

The Board of

decision or the •••
but we feel that we're

to

the

recommendation from the j u.u;"'c•~·
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:

McENTEE:
with

of California should mandate on a

feel

to work

committee or with other

the state. Thank you.
CORTESE:
that

no

very, very much -- and Mr.
over the years in
will hear of other situations
of incidents

program.

We

that

benefits that you have
we
a number

to do work

and

in

to
•.•

an established process

in this

is the way to go that we have, at

the word out. Mediation

terms of

committee would communicate

mediation can

take over and help you in that way.
Do you have any information at all as to whether your program has been modeled anywhere else
in the state?
MR. McENTEE:

There are a number of similar types of programs.

It's-- and I'm not

they're modeled because I think we kind of all worked together, and Marin County has a similar type
of program; there's a similar type of program in Orange County and in other areas. A number of the
Human Relations Commissions throughout

state are involved in mediation programs.

I know at

our statewide conferences of human relations organizations, there's always a workshop on
because this is what Human Relationships Commissions are- a lot of the work that they do.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

You've indicated what, how we can help do a certain

Jim, what do you do in terms of victims of violent crime? Do you become involved after a situation
has cleared the courts in terms of ...
MR. McENTEE: I think with the victims of violent crime that the- there is a Victim-Witness
Assistance Program. And if we run into a situation, then what we'll do is refer that to the VictimWitness Assistance Program or the National Conference of Christians and Jews who do an excellent
job on that.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:
community.

Demographics are changing as to the ethnic makeup of our

They certainly have changed since the last census.

How do you feel the demographic

change affects your program?
MR. McENTEE:

One

the

is
as to where

the

side of town.

should have
or

in
have

to think that

And I can show you our,

and that violence and crime

com

and I

very

over on this

records that show that
not

of the community, that we can go into the most

group or to any
communities in Santa Clara County and

show that we've had some of the most violent situations or some of the hardest problems to resolve in
those different areas.

So it's not just in one part of town but we find out that these problems are

scattered throughout the whole city.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Would there
an organizational makeup, in terms of

<L'1Y merit to have ru'1 umbrella agency in the
mediation? I mean should there-- would it make

matters worse or better to have ••.
MR. McENTEE:

I think we'd have

another bureaucratic level.
situations.

I think

we wa.'1t to have-- deal with
has a different way of dealing with

MR.

agency

ASSEMBLYMAN
with
and
the
MR. McENTEE:

we have a

for one
I think

also that when
a

in their

how to

of

week

deal with
after New
1nT"'~'""n

to be at peace with

one another. And we
than we

at

any other
group and another?
MR.

MR.

we

your
which one
it

MR.

and those that

MR. McENTEE: Domestic

that because there are

a

we're

SENATOR

that there are other programs that deal with that

MR. McENTEE: Yeah, but what I'm
through the conciliation court.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE:

violence?

How about the

Is there room for

conciliation there or is that from an outside ..•
MR. McENTEE:

with drug-related violence but not

We've worked with the programs

through this particular mediation type of program. You get into a lot of other problems. I don't see
that as an area. What we might do is if we get a complaint and looks like drugs are very much

of

the problem, then we will try to work with other agencies dealing with drug problems.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: How about gang-related problems?
MR. McENTEE: Gang related if it means that you're dealing with problems between two groups
and you can be effective by getting them together, then we feel that we could be effective in that as
a neutral third party because most of the problems that they have is classic cases, that
problem is with one another; it's not with the total community; it's against one another. So if a third
party can be involved in that, then I feel that we can be somewhat effective in there.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: All right. Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: If I can follow up on that question.

What -

you feel that you could

be effective with the gang related types of problems, but are you currently involved in that

of

activity?
go back about seven or eight years

MR. McENTEE: Just to go back, a little bit of history
ago, we were very much involved in
very closely with the young

violence within the commllnity and

with

deal of mediation. And the

and did

lot of individual violence

violence in this
among different groups but
that period of

a

And I

related violence in this

than there was

with it is that a whole bunch of us worked

'81

violence that we had around

not the same

deal of difference in the

number of years ago. And the way that we dealt
--the

our

service agencies- and really kind of got a handle on that type of situation.
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: So then you're not that active in the gang violence
MR. McENTEE:

Not

in the gang

of situation?

Now we do have the contacts with

number of people that have been in that situation

feel that that is the same type of

problem.
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:

You may have a

here that could be studied because I

get the impression that gang violence is on
MR. McENTEE:
we've gone

rd be

a lot of those

ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:

the other urban areas.
listen to what

have to say. But I think that
resolved them.

cost

that if

that is the best way
deal with all the other

comments?

of

Thank you very

Parishioner of the

~ost

a member of
am not as well

a

volatile situation. rm here for the 500

a cork on an extrem

powers that

live with

at

who
every

They fear for their

and

fear for their

fear their children

too many cars, and crazy drivers

be the next victim of poor planning,
let out on the streets by the judicial system.
The experience of organizing around last

meeting was an overwhelming learning

experience for me. I walked the houses along King Road and in the neighborhoods around that area.
It is a common occurrence to have cars la..11d on your front yard on King Road. It is considered lucky
that the car did not make contact with a person.
rm here for my friend Elena La Falsa (?) whose husband died in her arms while he was
volunteering labor at our church.
This report gives a cursory bureaucratic summary of an experience that left thousands of people
devastated.

We have just finished going to the renovation of our church.

The renovation was

completed by volunteer labor -- volunteer carpenters, volunteer plumbers, volunteer electricians.
How is it that if I go to volunteer my time at my local church I cannot feel safe?
The bullets that were shot at

some of them went from one end of our church

through the other, a distance of over 40 feet.
elementary school directly behind it.

And they bounced off the concrete wall of the

I have two sons

to that school. We were lucky it was a

legal holiday.
The impact of all of this violence on our community is tremendous. There's only one other time
in my life when I have felt as much fear as I feel at this time in my life. We have a direct hotline at
Most Holy Trinity Church to where counselors can seek assistance for emergency cases.

At one of

those meetings, the prankster described himself as a saturated sponge. He could not take any more.
have

too many

have been

much loss of

continue to

whose program I

a

have heard thus far is reactive

tremendous service to our
tends to

It

focus on the victim

that we

this is not a

a

reactive society and not a
What we need are builders who have a sense of community so that they construct traps with the
conscience attention to the impact that they're buildings will have on an entire community.
time, King Road carries 30,000 cars every

At this

Different roads are designed to carry different

amounts of cars. King Road is designed for a Level D. King Road has been functioning at Level E for
over a year.
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: How many cars is aD?
MS.

is

functioning at Level

so

cap

should be

at.

It is now

over a year.

So what we need are
with less

power who are more

We need mediative
are

one of these

there

hard

me

three

and

all those revenues,
that

versus

what, what the real

is

the

after the property tax mandates are satisfied.
and we're going to go about the state

revenue

a

and find which efforts

at each and every

governments.

were effective and explore other types of governmental
anyway, what I'd like at some

to have to

this year, year and a

bottom line in terms of where those

But

to the

irrespective of their sources,

revenues are

and demonstrate to local communities what to do and how to
revenues.

So we are aware eventually what the local communities are

priorities, where are they spreading discretionary revenues. Is it
related to crime? Where is the discretionary revenues really going?

terms of their

to the

or

And once we have a handle on

that, we'll be able to react a little better in terms of whether it's redevelopment with the
arena or it to be a downtown mall, et cetera, et cetera.
Our next witness is Meta Mendel Reyes.
MS. META MENDEL REYES:

My name is Meta Mendel Reyes.

me the

Thank you for

opportunity to testify today.
I'd like to speak very briefly about the community that I live in and the way in which our
community responded to a specific incident of racial violence. I'd like to offer our experience as an
example that might be useful to the Committee in thinking about ways in which you as lawmakers can
help communities respond. I would also, as a private citizen, like to offer some suggestions based on
my experience in this one incident. The issue is racial violence. I think most people here may have
heard, maybe not, of the attack on a black woman that took place in downtown San Jose last August.
arena and to the

downtown San Jose is somewhat closer
our

seem

For

a

a

have never been
many of us

mixed,
We're very

many

of the fact that our

incomes in this corn

races

And many of us were

one of our neighbors was attacked at a downtown

William Street Park, in broad

white youths who identified themselves as members of the
They threatened to lynch her on the

that

and told her

"Niggers pay toll," referring to her

Youth Movement.
if you'll excuse my language,

which is part of this park.

And if a young Chicano, named Juan Carlos

out to defend her, it's very

likely that serious violence could have taken
My first reaction was disbelief. This is Sru"l Jose.
types of incidents are
afraid to

to occur.

herself

name,
the

a.."ld

noted in a
that even

or

where these

that the victim, who was
she

it.

was
as

still

house. This is a house

trouble on the

if

you can come.
to such a horrible incident can be termed

was
a success, a number of the groups that

have a meeting on December 3rd if

the event

ar~-o

to meet and in fact we

any one of you or anybody in the audience is interested, in

helping plan what more we can do to combat racism in downtown; we'd welcome your participation.
That's December 3rd.
One of the projects that

excited

if I can

mention it, as a project is that we're

going to have a hotline for racial violence and it looks like the Human Relations Commission is going
to be able to house that hotline. So we think that would be tremendously important for people, who
by definition are scared and think they're alone, have somewhere to call to get some action.
That's, I think, a good vehicle of the direction of the suggestions that I would like to make. I
think to whatever extent -- and again, we're not an organization; we came together in response to
this incident.

I think that to whatever extent you can work within the communities and then can

encourage communities themselves to respond to these issues, which sounds like it's happening at the
church and is something that Jim talked a lot about, I would encourage you to do so. I do think the
answers have to come from within the community. That's not to let you folks off the hook but it's to
say to whatever extent you can help communities, realize that things can be done, given the example
such as the one we had. I think that would be very important.
The second general suggestion I would just make, and I will go through this quickly, one of thepeople have contacted us after this incident and one of the groups that contacted us is the John
Brown Anti-Klan Committee, which, I guess, monitors Klan and Klan-type activities all across the
country.

And they informed us that the response, though, of the

sense typical of the response that they run
because it may be an area you can
demonstration and

all across the country. So I want to mention it to you

in.

were very

several times as

characteristic

And

in law enforcement.
you how it looked to me as a

make is that from just from
to be taken seriously.

taken

the incident should

that it was

all that

of this

criticize the

the

were

:response.

to this incident is in some

citizen. And the

I'm not an
I would

with this one incident it seems to me that these incidents do have

Sure, we don't have attacks every

But there are groups out there, the Aryan Youth

on black women in our neighborhoods.
the Klan, that are very serious about

white supremacism. And I do think at every level we need to take these kind of groups seriously and
not dismiss them simply because their views are so extreme.
Dave Mazela
Mountain View -

, who's a national

which may or may not be in

Youth Movement and lives in
not sure, but it's cert

close -said

that the skinheads of the

Youth Movem

frontline

warriors;

the race. So

not just an

roam the streets and do what's necessary to

isolated incident.

There are

necessary to

the

The
of racial hatred and

and hatred on

vulnerable

scary.

that

there
what

because

of

somewhat mo:re
able to

the

a

much.

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Thank you
ASSEMBLYMAN
in the last few months?
MS. REYES: No, there has not.

ASSEMBLYMAN QUACKENBUSH: Not at all?
MS. REYES: No.
ASSEMBLYMAN QUACKENBUSH:
MS. REYES: There have been similar incidents since "'-'"."''"'"'

other

of the state but not

in San Jose so •••
ASSEMBLYMAN QUACKENBUSH: Have these skinheads been seen only in the
MS. REYES: I couldn't •••
ASSEMBLYMAN QUACKENBUSH: Are these skinheads still living in the
MS. REYES: Yeah.
ASSEMBLYMAN QUACKENBUSH: But they haven't repeated the attack?
MS. REYES: Not that I'm aware of.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE:

Maybe unfortunately, partly, they were so successful that the

next time they surfaced was in another part of my district in Modesto where they had a
MS. REYES: I think that •••
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: •.• welcomed way that

--you gave them here.

MS. REYES: That's why I did want to go into some detail about our incident, not
our own horn.

But I do think the fact that we reacted so quickly as a community has

resulted in what Dan said, that they go elsewhere.
They're not going to attack a crowd of 300.
communities can be

Why not?

They're after vulnerable

That's why I do think, if there's ways in which
a small way of

to

to work on this

to
group like that.

to toot

A group like that

created an incident that on

have more

could ever

incident and having the rallies.

Now if

all

options for that but I still don't want to

could have turned

up

them into more of a recruiting effort for their own groups.

to

kind of torn.

I'm not sure of the

them that kind of free

As far as a group like the Klan or the Nazi
30 or 40 members in a community of millions and

can make such a stir in that community with
the

and recruitment

their own movements any way, you wonder about what kind of

into

really giving those

people with all the extra attention they
MS. REYES: Assemblyman ><"'·"'"'"""·".,.
were drawn to do the

was that even

including one of the
inside pages. The media gave

In
there was

of the reasons
series of

And :race is

And
these young men that are
All I want

say

not

about

already, that if we
thought and not what the

was on the
this is

a bunch of

alone.

And

and
to grow.

continued to thrive and

So

between the two reactions to the group.
Do you ignore them and let them go on

do

and find

are?
MS. REYES: Sometimes when you
not a clear-cut issue.

to take

you
this

community.

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:
to

out what we can
that it was an

my

incident before this

MS. REYES:
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:

that was

in the bud
that the vast
And, in

been

ultimate answer for most of

we

at the state

but it's

their

et

to

for one

problems, the government role.
kinds of things.

to do m terms of their own

to be what are individuals

I suppose there are some

But for the moRt

these

where we can encourage different

the government role was

know, the last result, the use of force to stop something.

deal

to be that police role, you

But in terms of solving the problem, if

individuals aren't willing to get in and deal with the problem, solve the problem, resolve their
problems, I don't know that there is a solution and the part that concerns me is that the Juan Carlos
Gonzaleses of the world seem to be a vanishing breed. And if that's true, then I think we're in a lot of
trouble.
(Inaudible Comments)
MS. REYES: If I can just respond. I won't quarrel with what you said. I guess I would just also
are

want to call attention to the comment of the previous speaker that some of the
systemic and I think require some help from the government. If there's a little traffic problem

leading to violence, taking the example that she gave you, that's going to be hard for individuals to
deal with. If people are frustrated about discrimination on the job or in education, again, we need,
we need some help not from government in the sense of something that's out there and it's not us, but
we need some help from ourselves as a collective group as well as individuals. So it certainly has to
be a joint effort, it seems to me.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Thank you very much.
Next is Ms. Sarah Ann Boyd, Sarah Ann Boyd.
MS. SARAH ANN BOYD: Hi. I want to thank all of you for letting me come here this morning
and I'm here because, on behalf of my two sons and all other children and parents that have gone
through sexual abuse. And it is a community problem now because it's up on the uprise. And I'm here
for

four-year-old- four-month-old- baby that died last week because her father
here because we need the laws

need

He's out on bail; he went before the

where he could get out.

We have been

these

to handle
my two

brother-in-law a year ago was arrested for
to arrest him.

more detectives in here

oney to

25

to handle all these cases. In this area, there is

her.

cases.

It took

five months

The bail was high and it went down to

we had been threatened; he has been

my

daughter who is 20. We go to the police and there is nothing they can do because there is not enough
money to get financing for these people to be helped. He goes in front-- it takes-- it's been almost
a year now and he goes in for sentencing in December. Rumor is he will get probation and he will be
back out on the street again to do this to more young
all abusers were abused as children and

because to come to find out, 85 percent of

all need counseling.

'em in jail for five or six months; and they come out and
can happen to anybody's children or
foster home, and our preschools. We turn

and

the same thing over. And it
not only in our churches, our

a foster home two weeks ago to the

they were molesting little children, not

one man but we are

been two weeks and we

not

heard

We slap 'em on the wrist; we put

detective that

about two men.

And it's

are

And
that
because there

ASSEMBLYMAN

Somehow we can

ASSEMBLYMAN
MR.

be related at least in
there
when
And

that

that

available.

And
make

If -

from the

I'm
very,
accommodate

not sure.

MR. BOB CREAMER:

I

my remarks

to the

I'm Bob

Creamer from the Santa
few minutes is the

a

not

as
the most

individuals. And it's certainly a statewide

source of

community violence and that's the problem of street gangs.
We made a presentation to the
similar today that we made then.

Task Force last year.
like

tell you very

Clara County, what response we had to that

remarks will be very

about the

we had in Santa

which was discussed very briefly

Mr.

and Mr. McEntee and also make a couple of very brief recommendations.
when a California Youth

In 1977, Santa Clara County was introduced to the gang

Authority ward was paroled to Santa Clara

Within the next two years, because of the

reactions of that individual and his family starting a Northern California version of the Va Keys
town street gang and similar incidents that were happening in nearby neighborhoods with the
of other barrio street gangs, we ended up in 1981, the San Jose Police Department

51

street gangs in upwards of 2,000 street gang members.

10

We had in 1981 487

homicides, and last year that number had been reduced by over 60 percent both with misdemeanor
and felony assaults, and we had one gang-related homicide.
I think there's some very important things that have happened in this community, in Santa Clara

County, that perhaps they're not a model but certainly are instructive.

The thing that happened in

Santa Clara County is that some foresighted individuals at the Police Department, the
Attorney's Office, and Probation, went to the Office of Criminal Justice Planning and obtained
money that we are now in our fourth year that
key to dealing with this
gangs are

not

two

And I think this has been a real

into stories about the

that the street
newspaper

I

for that.

fortunate
of
where the

Department, the County Probation
to

on

very

to coordinate the presentation of cases to court.
An ingredient that's not required in that

but I am absolutely convinced after

these programs across the state, that may or may not be

that the

at

can address

but I think it's certainly something you must

that this program would not have had

any impact without the support of the bench.

have the final decision being made at the

court level by the judge that's
from the Office of Criminal Justice
of ensuring of information
but I would suggest you
educate and gain the
The second

the case, all the efforts of the District Attorney, the funding
coordination of

their agency, cooperation
how you address that
these programs, a way to
funds are
of the

with the

What
I

dramatic decrease
an increase

we are

are
Los
these street gangs,
with them.
The two recommendations that I
to deal

this

increase before

effort would be to
network of information statewide
communities to be able to
larger communities, how
the
one

that
agency to another

we do read about and

the
influx

the cocaine

the
SENATOR
other reasons
MR. CREAMER: There

other human
of
gangs that exist in different
the

the

that

on an

land in and the fear and intimidation that

individual level.
mediation when

can

Now
gang versus gang.

The

by

where that was a factor that

that we see

to the California Youth Authority, the

was effective in the late '70s and early '80s is that

where 60 percent, almost two-thirds of the

research division, we are now approaching the

victims of gang violence in the State of California, the victims are innocent victims or simply
bystanders who have no connection at all to any kind of gang crime or gang activity. So what we're
talking about is you and me and my children and your children and the students in our neighborhood
schools a."ld the people, like the people who have been up here speaking so articulately before me.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: All right. Thank you, Mr. Creamer.
We'll get to Bea Robinson, Mr. Alvarez, before we

to lunch.

We thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: Can I -- I'd like to ask a question real quickly before he leaves.
Mr. Creamer, sorry, but if you had gone away. But let me just real quickly ask you a question,
if I can. Come on up. (Laughter)

MR. CREAMER: Oh, thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:

There's been a dramatic decrease in gang what? Gang activity, the

number of gangs, is it down or is it just the number of law enforcement incidents relating to gangs?
MR. CREAMER: In Santa Clara County?

ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: Yes.
MR. CREAMER: There's been a dramatic decrease in the numbers of gangs, the number of gang
members, the number of gang crimes, and the number of gang homicides.
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: Okay. So in all categories,

down?

MR. CREAMER: Yeah.
due

I

MR. CREAMER:

from the

to a lot of factors -- and I

community,

from the

an

most

has been made

the vertical

to

on

But I think the

vertical case management, and

inter-agency cooperation from all of the criminal justice system, not simply just the law enforcement
agencies - yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: The law enforcement
MR. CREAMER: Yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:

-

from all

with this. There's got to be
in focusing on this

and work together in increased ways
and as a result

MR. CREAMER: Yes. The focus
funding has been to
assaultive individuals in the

together and said we have to deal

the

then?
and the focus in the application of that

who the members are,

who the violent,
the

means that are

as we can.

Be a.
MS.

ROBINSON:
a

it by

that I'm the Executive
and

in this
that

this

we served over

Domestic
social
conflicts

billion per
of domestic
started a new

alchohol a.."ld

believe

those two

believe that the answer
Our
and
week courses

concentration of the

of substance abuse and violent homes.

Hall admissions related to

abusr~

to

increased

the actions of their primary

5.

from
and women

and other adult role models.

their

who saw their parents physically attack each other were three times more likely to hit their own
spouses than those with non-violent

have a rate of

the most violent

The sons

beating ten times greater than that of the sons of non-violent
Santa Clara County is known as the PC
arraignments in this county involve PCP.

all Juvenile Court

of the United States.

The abuse and the availabilty of this dangerous

reached tragic proportions in our community.

San Jose Police Department's

arrests of persons under 18 years of age from March to
PCP arrests; 288 of those were young Hispanics.

has

of PCP-related

of 1987 showed a tragic statistic of 350

The District Attorney, Leo

was
number

quoted in the Mercury News on April 26 as saying: "PCP is literally destroying a
of young Hispanics. Something has to be done."

Inspite of these alarming facts, there are no treatment alternatives available for adolescents
who are not a part of the criminal justice system or who are not covered by their

insurance.

Even for those incarcerated youths where treatment can cost $1,700 to $5,000 per

We must

provide our youth with prevention and treatment programs for substance abuse and violent behavior.
We must show our community's youth alternative methods to dealing with a life of violence.
In conclusion, I would like to stress two very important points: We're not dealing with separate

problems.

We're dealing with many parts of a whole problem.

agencies, government agencies,

Until law enforcement, co!Dmunity

and community members join together to share

resources, and solutions, our children who hold our future in their hands will perpetuate the lessons
have learned -- escape
violence.

substance

of

and

out to you that

be remiss

funds needed to run the programs

dearth of

programs to address these
com

needs unless a

forward to you elected

of

our

to lead

way in

a halt to this terrible

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: We do have a copy of your statement?
MS. ROBINSON: Yes, right here.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: It contains some facts and
to the Committee and I would

a copy of that.

Are there any questions or comments with

to

ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: I just think that Mrs. Robinson
of her remarks.

that would be very, very useful

hit the nail on the head in some

She indicated that this domestic violence is a learned behavior and I think

either said or implied, that none of the
results of some other, more a
in domestic violence or in gang violence or in

that

or the
out there and

itself out
the list is a mile

certain education
the:re.

And

the education at the
on

then
And
because

their

very

or

wife

Do you think that we are in a
jJV.:>i:>JlVkC::

were

that

1s it

and

sort of a crisis time, with

you se<

do

still

on the same

that

or is there some

pass that time?
MS. ROBINSON:

Well, I think the way I'm going to answer this is not just from WOM.A

perspective but as a human being and as a community member.
violence per se between individuals

until

I don't see domestic violence

01

as a whole begins to look at its values anc

considers whether war is the answer between nations or if we look at the jail population and find ou1
what we're doing with people who are in jail and who we're sending to jail and why they're being sen1
to jail; when we look at politicians, with all due respect, and find out that the way that the

politician~

behave and how laws are enacted and why laws are not enacted; when we look at doctors and we find
out that 90 percent of the doctors are using, are doing, because of their concern for being sued, they
are not participating in natural birth any more. I know I'm sounding like I'm a little bit off here but ]
think it's that we have to look at society as a whole and to see where we are.

There is no way that

we can say we're going to stop people from stealing because we have laws and we have j
is the same explanation I give you about domestic violence.

and that

Until we learn that violence is not

acceptable, not because of the laws but because it is abominable behavior between two

and

between friends and neighbors a;J.d nations, then I don't think we'll have a decrease· in domestic
violence.
Your other question, I think, had to do with particularly WOMA and what we saw and know the
numbers continue to increase, and when we started with WOMA we started with a $500 budget and a
total volunteer force. Our budget is now over a million dollars and ten programs, and we
to

an end to the need of the

seem

On the other hand, the community and the government

pace with the needs.
that
uniors in

school now, over

education on the issue of
t::.at there will be a
to that

en

still

the residual of

worn en. Until we

that women

not to

against men for jobs or various other ..•
MS. ROBINSON: I don't mean to be

but I guess until I see a female

governor or women having, sharing more of the wealth of the
equitable for women or until I see the ERA

I don't think

or a female

or until I see laws that are more
accomplished as much as

someone's leading you to believe.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

Your

in terms of your operation, is that hindering or

helping your ..•
MS. ROBINSON: You mean in terms
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Yes.

the

a

the Task

ROBINSON:

MR. FELIX
months- the
down
influence of "'"'-~••.;u'"''

residents from Foxdale
now
PCP and

In

In Santa

between

as to the root causes of

Others
to make a

and the methods of
the emotional

violence

very obvious wherever I look. This is a copy which

Violence. And I believe you have a copy. This
can be obtained from our offices or from

Cuu"c'v"'
of

This rP.port gives a detailed assessment

environments which lead

racial, and economic factors and
conflicts and low self-esteem.

recommendation for

Ounces of Prevention concludes with a

long-term preventative strategies to supplement the traditional reactive
Justice System.

Following the

of the Commission in

benefit

a

was incorporated as Californians Working Together to Prevent Violence. And on March
we changed the name to Californians Preventing Violence.
and

Our mission is to reduce violence in California by providing education,
practical skills to foster self-esteem and the capacity to live nonviolently in the
schools, the work place, and in the community. We a:re doing this by, one, sponsoring,

and

disseminating

and

public

recommendations.

education

programs

based

primarily

on

the

debate on issues

That will increase public awareness and foster in full

relating to violence from a primary prevention perspective; and
technical

Commission

assistance,

and

training

programs

that

will

to

encourage

and

facilitate

neighborhood, and community efforts to reduce and n ... "'""'n violence. We will also work to
existing resource programs and serve as a model for similar efforts statewide.

Our ultimate

is

to create a community-based network of resources for violence prevention, one which can be easily
replicated in other communities throughout the state.
We recently carried out a two-year pilot project focused primarily around a six census track
region of San Jose, the Franklin-McKinley School District.

This area was chosen because of its

manageable size, population of about 33,000, economic and ethnic diversity-- white, black,
Hispanics-- are represented with incomes
incidence of

class to below

from

from the area.

domestic violence

a

Our

consisted of two

was entitled

and

A

Our

awareness was a multi-media

it includes a

of which I have copies for each one of you, articles and newspapers and other
radio public service announcements.

We also have

and a

TV and
we have

addressed groups arid agencies throughout Santa Clara C
Community Education Workshops.

Our Com

with more than 100 workshops and ove.r
the City of Sa.-, Jose
following workshops:

a.r:~d

The first

"Skills for School and Work
fifth is entitled

have

of Santa Clara

overview; the second is the role of a

is now well under way
been conducted

basic workshop series includes the
the First

in violence
the fourth

and

Education

an

the third
the

Our

These
terms
and
In

of violence. 11

CPV

their

program,

the

MR. ALVAREZ: Our
of the differences and

the communities out
of the effort of CPV
and the individuals
skills that are
those

ASSEMBLYMAN
to the Smith

social
the whole

the
and in the
communication and

the
times have we seen them
a

worker who

person here in Silicon

very

who went m and

believe it was last
mu.~ities.

murdered his child. This goes
And we also focus in the

And in the

methods of giving and receiving community

we

the inform

about

including the local resources for problem

solving. Our efforts are not to replicate the efforts that are already out there in the community but
to make the participants aware and to make the communities and the families and individuals aware
that there is a program like WOMA, there are other agencies out there that they can receive support,
resources, work.
Other issues addressed in the workshop series include drug and alcohol abuse, stress, poor
nutrition, and other lifestyle problems which have been shown to be linked

with violence.

Participants are exposed to alternative methods of coping, including stress management
Participants in our workshops, become trained as violence prevention advocates, and are
to promote CPV among their friends and their acquaintances. Accordingly we ensure that everyone
who is exposed to our training program receives a positive experience which will help them in their
lives.
We also pla11 -- we have training of trainers.
February of '88.

We plan to begin training 20 or 25 trainers in

We will be offering the opportunity for interested parties to learn about violence

and violence prevention through participation in our training of trainers' workshops.

These exciting

seminars will consist of six six-hour and one four-hour sessio::1 of intensive training. And it will be a
combination of lecture, small- and large-group participation, exercises, role plays, demonstrations
are used as teaching techniques. And in addition all the participants are given opportunities to
segments of the course in order that they do practical experience as future CPV volunteers.
The intent of the training is to teach participants to understand the nature and the root causes
of

to

and

to

to resolve

skills to enhance

enhance your communication

build a well-stocked

to

that will enable you to

of the

each participant will then be
staff,

to

to return

and community members.

their

environments and train

CPV staff will continue to be available to

consultation to volunteer trainers upon request. The focus of the CPV training is to raise the public's
conscienceness regarding the need for each one of us to commit to taking personal action, as we
heard fr:::>m Juan Carlos Gonzales.
Regarding the need for each of
something, our

to take com

course work

the

to take personal action to, in fact, do
to make that commitment.

example, commitment to empower those who are
through CPV training so that you are better
raises self-esteem, which leads to the notion that a person who feels

your communication skills
to others which in turn
about him or herself can be

more productive, :nore successful, more sensitive to
position to deal with conflict

iii

a more

For

the person in the
manner.

of

one

various

a
Our efforts center
the

sector ""'"'""''"'"'t
Prevention is a
that

service

of violence.
And

of

and

MR.

network here in the
you to also have.
this
the PCP
McKinley area

I
terms of

Council

to the

was
in and

ASSEMBLYMAN
information here -

I

recorded; and also written
of our
read and review the

see

in terms of making recommendations for

be

put it together, evaluate it in booklet
We appreciate your

and then go

and your

California rather than merely

in

to incidents that

constructive
what you are
after the

very, very much.
MR. ALVAREZ: Thank you.

also like to say that

available as a group to - if you have any

be more than

later on, contact us and

go

cetera.
ASSEMBLYMAN

In view of what we have to do in terms of

and
you.

we

be in

And likewise our office in Sacramento is open to you if

very, very

in

in the area for another purpose or

if you're there on this subject, stop in and see us.
MR. ALVAREZ: All righty.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

And our consultants are available to you in terms of

afterthoughts as far as this subject is concerned.
ASSE.\1BLYMAN LESLIE: How are you funded?
ALVAREZ:

now

under

Clara

Yeah.

monies in
of many of us who are out there in the
monies in that area. For
Hall and basically City Hall
hundred thousand bucks."
will pay for a police
the time period.

task force.
task

But once

back into the neighborhood.
So the kind of efforts that
can't begin to see the fruit
prevention that we've already

and

come to bear.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Thank you very
like

there for- a

what, where we fitted in the
We

that rather

that we would
that you have heard about

of the grotesque facts and
morning. We want you to know that
in domestic violence.

We have

violence within the home
and then has to be taken
with all the directors of those shelters in

list in every one of

whoever suggested that the situation is
is that domestic
the cause of that has been .u."''"""''""

on the increase.
PCP

been

as the last

our

We believe that because
put on the Crack
grants by the State AFDC route. A
themselves

and using them to
because they become
drug rehabilitation.

There is no available

welfare
money
those
the street and

and welfare
program has to be
use and utilization of
enforcement agencies that since
there until it weeds itself
so we can all

our

utilizing our parks. We can't even
we've had to do a
could be maintained and utilized
I£ we can get a handle on the

extremes-- I said there were

staff at the
so that

and

the fact that there is no available

because

have

families resort to

to

centralized outlook must
Cal to be an incentive

for

we believe that

Jose and in Modesto immediately if it was

San

an addict into a training program.
such an increase in Medi-Cal, if the State

We- and lastly, we believe that if we can
can do anything in the area of

program

its funds

CBOs that can address the

then we

believe that change will take
ASSEMBLYMAN QUACKENBUSH (?):

a CBO?

REVEREND TAYLOR: Community-based
ASSEMBLYMAN QUACKENBUSH

you.

REVEREND TAYLOR: I thought you guys were

to those initialized

but there

are a number of community-based organizations that are right out in the line of fire.
that those organizations can again take over the manner while

And I believe

the

that we had

quite a success in the past when the social programs were addressed to most of the bureaucratic
structure into the

From where I

I believe that we have to

participate in community-organized groups to close down these Crack
and bring them to the public

the

manufacturing of, or the transportation of.

to close down these--

of all those who are

in the

We understand that a tremendous amount of the

that come into Modesto come out of this area, a tremendous amount of them come out of Pittsburg,
come out of Contra Costa County.

So if it's

to arrest these people •••

gangs are a very viable part of our concern because we have noticed
area where they have become violent. You

an increase of them in the

the Crack man's money and not pay

for your Crack because
the

I understand that

assaults

And this

confront
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:
McCorquodale.

because you've done a good job at

do

what you were

park back to be a park of the people rather than a

of gangs and

about
dealers

that

you are to be

commended for your continued effort of how to do deal with very few resources but with a
tremendous problem.

And we need to take some

around an area that you've

programs as part of the solution to

you indicate

we need more

to be the way to solve

rehabilitation

agree that we have an

for

you really think that if we had
really

been able to turn

in.

ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE:

inadequate number of

from you in how

do
anyone could ever

is that

never been

REVEREND TAYLOR:
they mandate a
that
the

the
wherewithal within that
When we do that and

I believe that we
had a way of

the

up

the extent

LLU<>CAJCHI=:.

methods in

we can

welfare but it may
involved in that and
up to where it
no,
ASSEMBLYMAN LESLIE: Thank
ASSEMBLYMAN
Thank you very
REVEREND TAYLOR:
ASSEMBLYMAN

MS. SHERE
ASSEMBLYMAN
MS. MONTGOMERY:
since

and we work

Clara
families.

Our

programs are based on

year. In our
the kids. We

with

in the agency.

We have jail service programs.

county office that deals with

programs as

group down
successfully into the
In Juvenile Hall we

within the last year, have started programs in Juvenile Hall in

hopes of bringing community services
of developing a master

the kids there.

in the process

for volunteer

the groups

that we've established within there are the Ala-Teen groups,
Youth Foundation.

Anonymous groups. We have vocational assessment
We've brought suicide and crisis prevention
of that.

Paris is in

We have a funded source

OCJP to

intern

with the kids on group and individual counseling. We have the ICEF which is under the
of the Parents United group and they go in and do counseling with the kids that have been
sexually and physically abused, and work with them on a one-to-one counseling situation.

We have

hairstyling that goes in there for the kids that have to appear before the

have any

services like that in the Hall. We give

and money

for G.E.D.s and things like that that the kids

have.

to the Hall
We are

on ways to-- we are

researching ways to bring added services into the Hall for the kids there.
and are

We recently have joined in partnership with the
starting up a brand new program called the Victim/Offender Restitution Program. And we will be working in

with them

Mediation and Restitution

up a program

in its

an

right now. And within the next two
going to do the program here.

be

handed you were some of the

And with the

one

studies and the information that had been
in the

other

of California

a.,.,d

the model in
And that was -you know, we are, like
this county.

But when

other statistics that have been

programs that are intact on the east

in Texas and various

in this as being an alternative. And we are going to be
We'll get probably 500 referrals,
of the year. And out of that 20

to work with about 140
will be

will be, you know, direct, serious offenders.
think needs a lot of support and m

And so

you

are inquiring after it at the adult level as a way
to
with thei:r
what's

with

with that

the results are :real favorable

with about 20
cases that will be done

the end

and out of that the 2 to 3
that I

but
a look at for this

A lot of people

crime.
a chance to

take a look
to

have a

so

u.u.n...<a"

be

outcome

do work for the victim or, you
like that.
those
We've faced a
halls across the State

I'm sure, well aware of

all of
So

UU'-UA,J".

a look at this as

and then

the

Inasmuch as Tim

ASSEMBLYMAN

not

ask

touched on it, at least partially; what's your fUJtld],ng
now.

MS. MONTGOMERY: We have an
ASSEMBLYMAN

say that.

I

about United

thing?
MS. MONTGOMERY:

Well, the care

is

Right now that is not in our United Way

a recent

because

involved in United

looking probably within the next year and a half to that
right now we're on a separate

for that.

psychologist that we have in Juvenile Hall that
basis. That is an OCJP

We also have the intern program
meet with the kids on

as well.

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: What size staff are you
MS. MONTGOMERY: It will be half
ASSEMBLYMAN

to be able to

Friends Outside's
wide.
now, in the

MS. MONTGOMERY:
Outside staff and half time ,,.,.,.,,n,,.T,
board of

about lZ members.

MS.
have an office in
ASSEMBLYMAN
still in the same
MS. MONTGOMERY:

started out on

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:
MS.
Bellarmine. We're on Stockton A venue.
we are expanding by leaps
move our youth

bounds so we

for alternative

into the east

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

Are

clothing •.•
MS. MONTGOMERY:

yes.

a

that we received. rm

referral services.
different

SENATOR

be a lot of

are

come

the

some level of success

examples out there and seems to

contact

with.
MS. MONTGOMERY: We serve

outside.

clients a year;

SENATOR McCORQUODALE: But

~uL'"-"'"

of 144 with one full-time person, if

at this

you had five full-time people, more, would you serve another

?

MS. MONTGOMERY: Yes.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: Or would you break down
MS. MONTGOMERY: I would

in the initial

we could.

and

have to come up with the total master plan and they've

So that- that's a pretty

sit

yeah, I can see it

down and come up with, you know, the time line for that.
-

lines for

staff on board and then

meeting that. Within the next two weeks we will have our

There were 5,008 -

so we

arrests last year of nonviolent-type crimes of

population.

SENATOR McCORQUODALE: How many again?
MS. MONTGOMERY: 5,000.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE:
MS. MONTGOMERY: Something like

I don't have the exact figures here.

SENATOR McCORQUODALE: So the, so the numbers would be there to •••
MS. MONTGOMERY:
Outside, the younger you

Um-hmm, um-hmm, to serve.
the better off

And if you start these kids with Friends
to be for

you know, the adult

that is

paper
that
and groups, that are involved
_J!:.~~~::.:!.~~L...-'

has been hired to coordinate

we can dovetail into each
that

services and

project. And you can see the

only had one copy of that.

off the

is

that are involved in that on the front page there. I

I just happened to

it out of my car,

I had that for your

information.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: If you had your number one choice on a wish list, what would you-what would you ask for in terms of
MS. MONTGOMERY:
legislation, more

from the State? What do we do to •••

Additional

and

toward alternatives

overcrowding and, you know,

obvious in this

that the

severe. And there's got to

be a different way to handle that and to educate and- as
habilitate

a look at supporting more

at younger and younger so

said this morning, to
guess that we focus on the

and getting their younger and younger to •••

and
woman
sentencing and not
MS. MONTGOMERY:

a

been released from jail
MS. MONTGOMERY: Um-hmm.

you see that the

SENATOR

are still

to use alternatives
MS. MONTGOMERY:
Juvenile Hall and the new program that we're

to be

if the resources are

SENATOR

very
u .., ...".

you feel comfortable the

would useMS. MONTGOMERY:

MS. MONTGOMERY: And it's a matter

them too

these

work so it'll be up to us to
collection of

already in existence.

from other programs involved

statistics versus 45

in

program also involves the

what your reaction

SENATOR

lV>L\.;\.JL"\.'-J

MS.

to reimburse the person
a fund. That way you have some
provide restitution but others that
provide •••
MS. MONTGOMERY:
program that

to

see that person as

to pay back

counseling, to

you

see across the board -- to
of us that have been victims

in as, you
restitution
process.

as

victimized several times and

seen

SENATOR M
MONTGOMERY:
backpack

and do our self-esteem
it

dollar or two dollars, whatever, for those
out, like sweeping my floor at Friends Outside
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:
heard so much about just

What was

to

as it related

overcrowded
on other services

MS. MONTGOMERY: It impacted on our clothes closet. It
provide. I think that there was a certain element of risk in that because of
that happened after that, the death

you

incarceration is not fixing those people.

on those kinds of
to be other ways of

them off the street temporarily but they're going to

uca.u.u~

takes

released anyway. And if

in overcrowded conditions, they're going to come out of there

anyway.

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Okay. Thank you very much.
MS. MONTGOMERY: Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Lieutenant Pat
MR. PATRICK DWYER: Long

like to thank you for

name is Pat Dwyer. I'm a lieutenant with the San Jose Police
not going to talk about gun control and I haven't written a book.

me to
as you
(Laughter)

know.
What I am is the

commander of the Assaults •••
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: You mean you
MR. DWYER: No, I
San Jose Police

go to that

last

the commander of the Assaults Unit in the Detective Bureau for
And what the

response to all
'

1

v1o.~.ence.

my

is

during the short time-the time
to you to give you maybe an overview of what's

in terms of violent crime

then share with you a couple of ideas that I have

not

- but some ideas I have about some

deserve your

in terms of preventing violence in the future.
It's almost a sad

that

the incidents

gave rise to this hearing, I guess, is the

Church over

Cunningham, and I was the commander there
fact, I was there when we

out the

and made

arrest. And people can talk about that kind of crime
and experiencing it and

that murder went

wash

there "'""''"'u''"'

different perspective.

And

Bureau and I was the commander
And

would like to

and I

that many

it seriously.

We took it

that suspect and he's

in the slammer

Southern California.
As I present these
them to you just as abstract numbers or
viewpoint. I'd like you to

in mind

involves the personal response of the
something that -- you

crime

academic environment,

that

with have got, well over a thousand of us now in
sense they're also victims of crime because
effect on us.

So ••• you

like

abstract, you know, numbers that
Jose.

A good

somebody shot him in the
represent personal responses on the
I have distributed a handout that

different categories over
nice graphs that show you
summarize all that in about two minutes
to go

uu-tJUll-'

you with
But in

we

homicides in the last three fiscal years.
fiscal years -

5

the unit that I would like to
domestic violence cases, as a result
plethora of incoming cases for
In '84-'85, the assault
'85-'86,

166; in

we had

assault unit increased almost 200
Most of that increase, almost all of
and, in

our response to domestic

briefly we have 17,514 robberies and
might differ

a little bit

were taken from our
at least the
over a
lower than most comparable cities

far.

Again, you know, statistics can be

like to take what we

sometimes so

call our "watch commander's log". This is a "'""'"'"''",. that every watch commander prepares at the end
of his shift.

And it kind of sum

events that

that

commander's shift. I did these for two years as I was a watch commander in

Bureau of Field

Operations, before I went up to the Detective Bureau.
I had my secretary pick an average day. I

me a

reports. This is what I'm going to do with them." She
I first found out I was going to speak here

to.

of a watch

one out a

of weeks ago when

And this is the kind of

that

This is November 12th and 13th because our shifts overlap ••• (tape turned over) .•. is

arrest and probation violation, task force officers; this is the PCP and
that we organized to address Forestdale Apartments-- not Forestdale
Apartments.

but Foxdale

The Task Force officers assisted

the

the

A chase ensued with the

ect barricaded himself, and then jumped out a se,co:nu·-si
subject being forcibly arrested.

The second event, officers responded to a disturbance at a location listed here. A foot
resulted in two suspects being arrested after a fight. Officers McKelvey (?) and Mejiula (?) sustained
minor injuries.

Both suspects were transported and booked.

And we have an auto

a bomb

threat, a robbery of a cab driver where he was beaten with a hammer by the

deal involving four

transporting; an assault with a deadly weapon, the victim onviewed a
suspects. The suspects asked the victim if he was a
coke bottle and a metal
have

The

Then
to

that he was

him and beat him with a

and

And

we

of
Next event is a

The victim

home when

years

a party who's described here with -- we

too far-

into the

at the victim and ordered her into a car. The

Y, committed sexual battery, and then

location

drove her to an

gun
District

the victim off a block and a half from her home. And

it goes on; that's an average day for the Bureau Field

officer in our

I said the second thing that I wanted to do was mention a couple of strategies, creative

strategies, hopefully that may be of some value to you

your consideration of the problem of

violence.
The first thing I would be remiss
police department,

in

:'{eighborhood Watch and Crime
I'd like you to keep in mind is that
A lot of crime, in my

I

mention was the ongoing problems we have at our

in most
The
work towards
after 2.0 years in

that involve such programs as
those successful programs that
tolerance towards crime.
the

tolerates

because there
that

of the
a

Neighborhood Watch
violence and crime and
like

The second
other places, but

a wonderful model

Puede Program here in San Jose. You
and Bea and some of the other
Se Puede is an
different school
principals, and individuals who come
ona

program started out

ina

the same area

has now moved down into
about from Californians
The

Si Se Puede
programs,

conflict resolution programs described here

also

is in green-- but this is an article that was taken from
conflict resolution model

borrowed
Se Puede

applied in Franklin-McKinley
community

from grammar

specialists in the

here
is

because

probably half the speakers who are here
if we

here.
I'd also like to cite this

And it has an excellent article
couldn't get this one run off
well documents the success of that
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Is
MR. DWYER: No.

of

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

San

a handout that

m

• A wonderful woman in

on the bench in this
- and

is an

-

------··r in our

but it

into the classrooms
and "'"'<'""'"''"'

"'"·"u''f> our

the terms

like citizens

repeated experiments in reducing juvenile violence.
year

from the Office of Juvenile

I have

and

Prevention
read

in
the introduction to that: "A recent

of the effects of

classrooms in six communities across the nation has
principles, law-related education results in a
in delinquent activities. The study, conducted with the
Delinquency Prevention during the Spring of 1

a

nonmetropolitan areas." And
So what I'm

to do is

education in ""'''H'-J:l.
that when
reduction in student
of the Office of Juvenile

1, involved 323 students located in
there what law related that is.
bit of
to you three

about
you may want to consider

your

this
Father John Sandersfield
as you know. He may be back in time to
observe and listen to what
a

me, and I

have

other incidents,
from

the data
his tenure as

numbers to moderate and I
How do you --

response, to those areas
crime rate? Do you

do
all
do you

years. And

fluctuated

like that.

messed up or
available a hundred

gun was

at the scene;

away. The gun

away until
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

about •.•

MR. DWYER: I told you

talk about ...

wasn't

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: So :records a:re

on a tim

basis.

MR. DWYER: Yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Is it
MR. DWYER:

o:r

or whatever?
or a watch change which is

No, it's basically whenever we have a shift

when we change assignments; that's every six months.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

How can we get a summary of the crime rate

geographic a:rea?
MR. DWYER: We can provide that to you.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: You can? And
MR. DWYER:

Yeah.

If you come to us -- as I

of Sa..""l Jose is divided into

the

patrol districts. Each district has a sergeant a..'ld a team of men around the

'-A'J'-'·~·

We can

crime data by district in San Jose basically up to about two weeks ago. I mean we may-- there
be a two-week lag time.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Is that true statewide? Can we •••
MR. DWYER: No, that is not true statewide.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: We cannot
MR. DWYER:

You can

that kind of information statewide?

that on a tim

basis from the

that have

computer-assisted dispatch system because the information comes from the
dispatch a call, the computer
officer

the

As we

the proper deed and district and

the

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:
would be a common
crime rate as it grows and diminishes
common denominator statewide

terms of

tension, or whatever, would just be
like the population census or the CPI

I

racial
to have a

economic indicators.

crime rate indicator? And then could we look at that and say,
look at this indicates

indicates that this is

in front of us,
we have a the way, a good,
?

I'm driving at.
And the other

back to my first

what your response is in terms of the crime as it
resources, focus on a given
And maybe you

solve those

when
I

do we, not only would I wonder
but what resources,
wherever it is?

heard this

MR.
ASSEMBLYMAN

MR. DWYER:

based on

ae:>na1•:>n

their

retrieve

the kind of

MR.

MR. DWYER:

we mobilize to attack
Foxdale

it may be in southeast

Jose.

On the other

earlier with

a

to the Sacramento

areas in the East

there were

and we had our own home-

grown dope dealers who were also

Crack and other controlled substances at the Foxdale Manor

Apartments. It had been

on for sometimes. We tried to

in the best manner we

given the resources that we had allocated out there at the time. And the

in

more.

And that

And quite vocally they let the Police D

happen by accident.

wanted more.

There were church groups,

wanted

groups, citizen- or

groups- that supported that action and
One of the

that brought them

was a

club from San Jose

went out

there as a community group- somebody called it a CBO or something, earlier, a good acronym community-based organization.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Community-based
MR. DWYER:

The rotary club went out

knocked on doors, and

you be

interested in trying to develop a group to focus the attention of all the businessmen and all the
homeowners on this problem and see if we can
clubs in San Jose.

And, in

organizing citizens and they

some

" -- one of the

Mr. Alverado was very instrumental in that process; started
even before our task force was formed, a Citizens' Group out there

that then became a Neighborhood Watch Group because our crime prevention jumped on that
away once they had the mechanism in place.
Group. Then the
by that Citzens'
program --

The

became a

grew; and the first
gave us the

you

we needed to

Watch

the pressure that was
the resources to

the

the

and businessmen who
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: But that
MR. DWYER:

it was.

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

-

as

no- there

and

way of

community groups together; there's no •••
MR. DWYER: There is. And I think that the model that we can look at to do that is that Si Se
Puede model.

The Si Se Puede goes into a

area and

different-

probation, the schools, health service

Shere?

Friends

Outside Organization is involved there.
You're not going to find too many forums

a

lieutenant is going to be

sitting next to a lady from Friends Outside
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:
that particular structure or

what are you-- what would
from

to

area? Has that

to assume the
workable model.
School is

nurses, and
from the

and from

the
ASSEMBLYMAN
MR.

ASSEMBLYMAN
and as you
Most

would

district. But

which is

or a

::>t.:J.lutu

to
Police
model would

it as a good

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

look at

take a

do you have any
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: Well,

think

and

a

we have to pursue.
I wanted to go back just a little bit to some of the data that you gave us which
indicates that the violent crimes are on the increase and

crimes seem

be

that we've had a reduction in the crime index. But the data that you read us off of the different one.
I was trying to think ...

MR. DWYER: That's my budget information (chuckle).
SENATOR McCORQUODALE:

I'm trying to think of which ones of those could-- is

we could have done to have prevented- or anybody really-- and it seems like it comes
down to- there really wasn't too many of those incidents that you read about on the report that we
could have done much about.

We might have been able to have better

or

who would drive up

to the young woman who was picked up in the car. But

with a gun, it seems like there's not a lot of prevention you can do with
in most of those cases, either of a person's own actions or else their luck that the
driving by or something, he might slowly-

not a lot- we

say,

new program and that'll take care of it."
that could be done?

Do you see any pattern in those that there's
MR. DWYER:

I think that the company line, sir, would be we could use a few hundred m

policemen in San Jose. (Laughter)
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: Well, if you had

though •••
that can be done to deter crime and

that the man

that

Californians
that

I

factors of

all of
that can be

they kind of leave me.

the long run will reduce violence of crime.
Some of the things that can be done now, for

in the area of

on my specialty because that's what I can talk about.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: And
MR. DWYER: I've had about a

caseloads •••
the

increase in caseload in the past three years.

of that has to do with domestic violence.

are

county, to address the issue of domestic violence.

I would

think that domestic violence is
factor that you propose, sir.

to

and """''""''~'
with Be a a little bit because
to be the result of

I think

response of law enforcement to domestic violence has

u~,,_uvu

one of arrest. Arrest is now the

that we want

ue:,JUL"<C:l

and conciliation

to

our

remember- all
and

some luck on it.

who live in
after

served

roof leak on them or

MR. DWYER:
that any street
the

SENATOR

do

vietv is that

SENATOR
come back out as a

MR. STEVE ARVELO:
com

Senator

cC

name

on what the officer -area of Most

'\1ost

a

excuse me, if I may make a

in

Steve

did

confirmed at Most

So

grew up in that

town. I grew up out

of King Christopher so I'm kind of sensitive to what the assemblyman is
Basically I'm a real estate agent.

to find out over there.

I sell a lot of homes in there as well.

neighborhood is a racially mixed neighborhood; there's a lot of Hispanics, a
there, a lot of Vietnamese, a lot of Samoans.

very -

Basically that

of

in

a very diverse area as far as

of San

Jose. It's always been stemmed as part of the armpit of San Jose. It's been very neglected as far as
services. It takes a long time to even get a car towed.

You see a lot of abandoned cars.

The

area -- you've got a self-esteem problem in there, lack of youth services in there. And I
a question of bringing all these various agencies in and everything else. I
it like the

of the people in that community empowering themselves, period, and
about

parishioners at Most Holy Trinity. It's been going on for years and years. They
talk about drug abuse.

I can remember about four or five years ago when I was walking over there

to sell real estate in one particular part by the -

what's the apartments over there

Batista? There was open drug dealing on the streets. So it took, you
the -

for the city to respond for a task force. It just
out there.

almost

years before

happen just like that. It was a constant

So I think with that neighborhood problem and what you're

today, I think it's in a very positive direction.

San Juan

to do here

But I think it's, you know, the people out there have

and they've suffered a lot the past year. And for one neighborhood to go after

after

incredible and something has to be done. And there are certain groups
working- we have the PCP Prevention Network and then there's another COPE Network, as well as
for Community Organized for

and

of concerned citizens in a com
some

some of those

like what Felix

start

And the

we know what

Well, I think we have gone
Vlhen you have lack of educational economic

to

-

those

lack of

health care,
will create.

And

about for the last ten years that those are the roots of the problem and still we say things,
back and coming back and
commitment of resource from the

back.

So we all know what the root is; it just

from the federal government, to start putting -- saying this

is what we need to combat from our
them in school so we can

on

hooked on

for them to

to reduce this violent behavior in our community.

And I think

a

commitment that has to come from the State as far as money and resource to combat this and I
think we're getting enough of it, a.."'ld I think the resource that we do have is not being - it's not
put into those areas.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE:

I think the-

with

who say that

money is needed
one in
answer
can do some structure
in a local area;
that given some freedoms from
various

like

agree with

but

work because that was the
MR. ARVELO:
resources
money is

and that area will be
want to spend their money if

want to hire -

contribute their money to
go
MR. ARVELO:
we have to

to the

all this for the last ten
SENATOR
MR. AR VELO: Thank you
SENATOR

number 1

notes

we'll

I'm the national
on Asian-American
the Cambodia New Life.
Let me then
a

for the
m

alifornia and also in the nation.
tier

APAC to have
in

2

Commission to be involved in it. But because
Civil Rights Commission, we were hesitant as
So instead we em barked on a
have a
to the

General to see if he would
we would call on

If

to look into it. Happily the

the California

.... ,.,,..~~·· General did convene

violence; and

is

And

among them were many Asian-American n"""""'"'
our

state.

I

was

recommendations which I

was

some of their good recommendations
submitted about over 30
are em bodied in his
The other
Edwards convened an anti-Asian

in
Let me then launch
concerned -

and it gets into

then Lieutenant Dwyer

a

say, is about the best that the U.S.
years ago.

And they came to us

on it. To me I felt

that

I found it

that our law
our state law enforcement
of

~""·~·,,~ • .__

for

at

What we do have is a documentation
can do,

level

and

through -- to scan the newspapers
for incidences or crimes

Asian-Americans

crime motivated by race.

And these are some that we have on our

guess we have not only what would
vandalism -- but we also have
making slurring statements on racial basis.

read a few -- this

So

maybe, about a tenth of what we have in our
This starts

-

I just have here:

Washington, D.C.; "Congressmen
House",

Washington, D.C.;

California

Japanese-American Constituents" then
Bashed to Death by Baseball Bat",

School Student Stabbed

Davis; "Vietnamese Fishing Boats

Boat Fired

Bolinas Bay, California; "Cross Burned on Lawn of
Burned -- Teenager Seriously Burns Issei
Laotion Community", San Jose, Fourth of
say that this, I've just

here

maybe

have documented incidents such

I will go on to say that in our

following: There were many incidences of
a conical hat, circled in red and crossed
driving distance from here.

the

and window stickers
red line.

We called them

an Asian face

have the name

and

The response was,

we want on our
documented in our

number of human

commissions

commissions that have held
Santa Clara County Human
Area and which was not our

It

Civil Rights Commission. That's how
Here then I'll just state that for APAC we
anti-Asian violence in California and across the
remains so and that Silicon Valley is among

and
incidence of anti-Asian

both physical assaults as well as

tide was so

put it on their Sunday morning program --

now -

year and a half ago on a

nationwide

0u.uua

would recognize all the scenes here in Santa Clara C
violence, of murders, assaults, and so on,

the issue of

seems

Cortese was

say

well not be.
dismissed

statement from

as

an

isolated

event.

linked

to

has swept and continues to raise north and south in
its manisfestation are buried and many.
So those are

c

Am

the national

comments from
recomm

And I have

in terms of Asian-Americans for

them

for the
involvement a..TJ.d

their documentations to me,

New

As I mentioned, APAC, as well as
in the area. Cambodia New Life is one
the -- I need to

incidences

we are
associations

a

Cortese and now Senator
and was

in this

role.

AACI has blossomed into a very -is

close to about an annual

both of the

Since
very

of a million

but when I

here

Santa Clara County, that amount of money
the field of mental

what
not true

z

say, is an agency that has been
many but it's a

in the bucket for a

the activities then
concentrate on are
of Mien (?), the
thin.

But in terms of violence

group, which is a

for
there was an
person, and what the Cambodia
that here

are

but basically we have a situation of

really

over

resources and
August

'87,

young persons and a

four

that our staff at AACI

something that's straight out almost every

the break-ins, into the apartments of Cambodian families in this area and
Franklin-McKinley area, one of which

in the

of

one of our

and

members was part of an

us; no one is there to

front because police officers are not there
to arm ourselves and so the men get up

us. So I guess we have

the women and the children back. In order to deal with
ean

the issue of one apartment that was

so that
know

day now that apartment remains
affordable housing. But that

how short we

because of the

ent is

think to

of break-ins.

I'd like to cite additional incidents that he has here in terms of, particularly,
neighborhood violence, is the altercation on the campuses between
no, it was Creamer who talked about gangs. Let me
General.

I'm a supporter of his.

groups.

And

say that I have

He made a mistake when he gave his last

zeroed in on Asian gangs in a manner

one

his intent was

the seriousness of it. On the other side, he was '-'"... "·F. and abetting an old
a stereotypic picture for Chinese who remain
Vietnamese hit gangs.

For the

But the Attorney General apologized for maybe

replying in excessive manner to a reporter. But I do want to say that he
concern because in our -

I think in Northern C

adolescent day treatment programs in all

AACI runs

just one of the

Northern California and maybe even ,....., ...,.,.;
into

California; I think there may be one

Southern
from

Probation
Cream
Verbal
not able to

Let

about the
is no match for a bullet and

we would

work with some

every time in our

concerned.

to wean the

from the gangs and

health staff is able to stand up to a

So the

ways, I'm very pleased that it

a lot because that

stereotype of Asians being

add
which have

used to oppress Asians and
I know the police department is very
limited budgets, to be able to infuse their
certainly at this point,

are very

gang violence and equally the
violence.
Very quickly, I want to

say

One of their
ent with more
to assist

Asian workers.

senators

our

erican
And when- with the absence
to be trained
monies for

have a
out from

the social

services have been knocked out as
services.

fundable.

But what we have in the

staff that do not do social service work. What
child welfare agency

with child

social service work that do not fall
workers
services that is reimbursable.
The other areas that has
with the -- in education area, in terms
record that

a

of

services has been
But educational
Americans as

PvnP'r1

on us

American

where
in our
that there was unconscious bias
will address the issue of
groups.
You have been aware of
group. I think this can
their sense of

a

Let me move into
mean many-rests

out

when it comes to racial
state

from

even

and say,
race.

We

not

citizens to come forward.
to stand up in this climate and

Ua.JlAUk."'

to the
feel, is the key to solving those violences
motivations. And that's the issue
want to say all-- in

if not all- I

statistics on crimes that are based on racial
have it in their reporting

And

initiate again, if it didn't pass at this last
the State

that there be

uniform crime

crucial to ethnics of color and
able to say that this

with some

even though the victim was a
national origin minority; whereas this other
of crime. I believe that the- I guess I
session AB
His hate-crime bill had to do with
the additional issue of being
the --

not sign
the other

agency
such as whether in the commission
statements made which are
of
crime is connected
particular racial
Further elements,
proud of it; they own up to it. I mean
it's really easy but

doable. Now

Conyers, and a separate bill

kind of bill for the federal level
introduced a hate-crime bill

c

do.

I feel

crhnes are com

there are funds

For

an Cortese in the old

of

for handling racial crimes. The

no statistics on

have our statistics as AP AC, I think it's
accounts.

these are

Give us hard

we

uu~~uv

do

okay,
statistics come from them somehow is

for

more believable and

the true facts out.
Second recommendation has to do with-- let me talk
the issue of the -- a

with every other county;
between

a.11d

groups in terms of

among those who say that the San Jose
Watch

did a nice

which was alluded to. That came

31 cars with tires slashed in the Laotian
Human

as a result

With the

of the San Jose Police

and the Laotian

that

which included the element of Laotians who did not

would be able to contact

Laotian and

someone who is

it's
and for
that connection up with the
American-born Asians and able to

a role
understand the

as continuous sisters in
The other

hotline.

is that in our area

bilingual workers there.
dialects of Asian.
Language,
to

It can be

out of
instant connection

But

me

deal with 14 dialects or more, 20
Communications and
to

else.

stated

And I

calls from
of some

mental health funds. And to do this
service work because the
of thing that would assist the
A third thing is-- what
from United Way, a
which may have
have not listed them.

But this is a

bilingual, let's say in Mien (?) or
into and search information rather
money of some kind
I think, is looking for. But when
you

too many

year we go to talk with Chief MeN
education and social service to
recognize there's not
where funds can

to be a lot
address

the model I think
we have many new

newcomers;
new
formidable task.
and public sources;
had in their ancestral

rn.HflTW<r

them as a collective group instead of
Lieutenant

of the

But if they were to try to do
good-hearted Asians
work. The model that does work is
it's not an Asian
empowering

to fear the

but rather see

work for

Let me
The issue of child abuse and
just want to say that the work
trying to do
r.."'"'"'-"'-

in

is going to raise

hell next year

penny given to dealing with child abuse and
to this point.
I

Thank you for your

MS. MERCADO: There is a -- the
and testify; he is ill, is his specialist on his
DR. SEID:

I believe.

Yes, that's

that since Lieutenant Dwyer is here that Los

on

racial crimes or crimes

San Francisco is near it but

stalled.

Attorney General's Office, I
recommendations that

San Jose Police
made sense. So

with help from the State that

in Santa Clara

a

of
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:
the Asian
therein.

You talked
Do you view

or

been known where

our Asian
on and off, depending on the
Chinatowns.

The common

been the issue of lack of
With the Southeast Asian
enforcement is seen as

of

older Chinatown

Manila town,
here undocumented.
a secret

area

come into California and

c

residents in

of

of what

does exist in C
There are certain
and I would like to draw
Resistance

Crime
of

1n

our crime

Stockton where

communities

and in hiring representatives of the

those

crime prevention programs and

and communication channels to address the exact concerns

that Dr. Seid acknowledged, is that many

because of the fear of law

of government, because of historic
these programs have turned out to be

the

hand

transitional

and

available for

in

other agencies throughout the state.
also like to point out in the City of .n.•.•a.,.. c.u.u the chief
Southeast Asian population,
agency to

available to the

a

of over 50 volunteer
in that commu.."lication

a person who does not have
enforcement agency.

In Oakland we

funded and

throughout the state in the major cultural
increase their communication and increase that

who are

assistance from the law

finished a program with one of our sexual
program that addresses cui tural needs
that have been identified

so that-- to

that is so very, very
WOMA

Clara C

diverse

that is so critical and
of

assault/rape crisis centers for a very

I was

with a

here in Santa

issues of domestic violence and their work

was
the area of victim
number

years, that I

a "d". But I had a Z4-year career in
those

I found

and that the

justice

of
service

of an effective criminal
had never
our victim
by reason that

we have the
at

And

became the director

assistance --

local level that these
The area that we

realization that

were

and a

with

that other circle
when you see
:researches we
as

indicated

and I believe
work.
in California.

can move to
You were

one
out

the Office

sheriff as

year process

program, I
other

and
with
there, so there

active and on

the

also a

current

But
crime- a
cases.
projects that I see as
get to offender base or victim base
to be more time

~v.u<>•.u.u

cause some
domestic violence
additional work in state mandates claims and
and we sell this

resources that exist
very
I talked about the crime

about how
state of training
the state and had
where we talked about
and invited what we call

for
about come over
went this a way. And when
in our state and what I

'~"n"',.'

as we looked at
at that time
form - I knew that I was
bit

our

that

little bit
accusation

~uu~a

child and young person

are many activities that
criminal

process.

So we have
I think that are

the

our state.

number of programs that ou:r
happens with our Community Crime Resistance

the empowerment of communities to take

back what is
under
community

that

together, the family violence
problem and support that

programs,
and

that we do with that minimal

reduce violence
a year

we need to
that

three

the

can

go out to help other communities and those are
I talked about the Domestic

because

was an area

you look at the level of dedication
the community-based

those com
the kind

victims in the

recovery and the
The
in the schools where

teachers
on campuses. But the one
your

ball

ar.~d

you

worked well and been instituted

achievement of the

students who have gone

talked about
we started out
programs but
of

heart as

there are
:sa1ne

that were sworn
say tha.."'lk you for your
difference

ent

ASSEMBLYMAN

you made toward
MR.
I

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:
what this
where
and there are people who have """'"',."'t
drug abuse.

lives because of

to

That's personal choice values.

So

cu. .... v ... v

or

for is a way to

values. And I -- maybe that is the bottom

MR. HOWENSTEIN:

a

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

down to

a little

in order to

more practical,

with

And then

to the

prospects of developing a statewide

P"f'~O!J'I"<:!LDI:HC

for a common denominator and

whether something is happening

that is common to this

area

SO

We Can l00k

are so far removed in terms

of

information or make that

The other

The
them

MR.
I was

with a group

"How dare you teach
your children my values.
is it okay to

do you

have your classroom messed

to
to the

store?" I
are the kinds of

property; and we value
think we can instill and

value human
that I

have the communication

has

,_,ucu•uc .• .,

the
the issues and
changes, the

b . ., . . .

trends and crime
~,~

programs?

And as you

your resources

towards who are

another very

important part of

to

involvement into

there has to be a

concerted effort on the

of

enforcement agency to be

sure that when we sit

to

your

because of your

or

our

because it's our community;

our children.

I had the most beautiful ov·n"''"'

these lines

with the Indian Native American
sheriff briefly before

to the reservation to

me that we've had many
Americans in this

nations, they said essentially the same
the common frame of reference and
other bridges to

there are

And I spoke with the

was

And the sheriff said to
agency and the Native

and the leaders of the Indian
problems but they saw that
that

could build the
we

A lot of this sounds
to stay in

with two new projects we've done

because we have a common

cause, our chidren. And when I

US

their

to do.
what allows

more that we can do

CfAU<>, ..T"'

uu..u;:,::Z>

The ,."''"""'"""
all law enforcement """""'"'·'"'
the

basis.
can

that has all of
Washington and

I said you

couldn't even do

much less

nationwide. The dollars are
that by

as some other

agencies have already done it under

in San Jose, going into the

computer age and can

how many agencies don't

have it and then what

other

maybe just

and

Training,

their

because

to

of it

of Standards and
reach to that level
all agree

me to do

where we need to go.

not

if

not anxious
to

see the need

and value the
So I don't know that I addressed the

is important. They help

us deal with crime and violence and with crime

response because unless we're

in response

time. The citizens don't feel good. If a cop shows

and with the patterns and to be timely in
as well --

not -

we're wasting our

after the crime occurred, who cares,

almost. It's like if the trial takes place two years after the person is arrested, who cares if there's no
timeliness; there's no sense of cause and
them.

And so it's, it's--

not,

rn

no sense that the system is working for
I think

c 5 .u,,u •• 5 ,

here. I hope

an answer. If

And if there's any other assistance that I or our office can

try to -try it once more.

offer, we'd be happy to do it.

MS. SPARKS: I actually, I

do have one

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: I
the person in

want to

most able to

a commitment from you.

us

MS. SPARKS: Can you give us a staff person to

You're the mostand move on.

to us all the various resources that you

have?
You have under you a

that was

for four pilot projects. And I believe - I wish I
it's Community Violence a.'ld Conciliation and

And I was

because

was a two-year maximum. So
MR.

must be to the time

to be funded to start on July 1, 198
..... vu.co,"'.

four
where

I don't know the exact name, but

statewide to deal with that.
about ready to submit -

it

either
with rne and

I

have to

it to you.

But I
activities
ever

as well

staff

and the contacts with

those four

ects.
MS. SPARKS: I think
and what things they're

kind of results the
It sounds as

MR. HOWENSTEIN: We started one
excited about the kinds of
sense of good

ects would have

that can be

because

You're talking to your peers and your

the

and I was
that they

people a

else jamming it to you.
the sense of community

coalescence and ...
MS. SPARKS: But it
MR. HOWENSTEIN: There was, I
We'll get you more data on it.

for mediation purposes?
in some areas by both (?).

MS. SPARKS:

his last name?
is I can

Shanholtz

MR. HOWENSTEIN:

interpretation of

are necessary to -

but I will make
you

you in assimilating a..'ly of the vast amounts of data
said that our office can

available to assist

we can generate. I have often

per

per person than any other agency in state

this timeliness

as we can because I hate paper. Actually I abhor

more

government. But we try to

you a staff person for

paper. The more we can get rid

the better off we are.

MS. SPARKS: Okay. Thank you.
MR. HOWENSTEIN: Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Thank
appreciate your making that extra

very, very
to

and

certainly be in touch and we

down.

MR. HOWENSTEIN: It was a pleasure, and

drive back and see if I can pick up my stomach

someplace along the road. (Laughter) Have a nice weekend. Thank you very much.
MS. SPARKS: Take care.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Is there

else to be heard?

MS. SPARKS: Yes, yes, yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: We do? Maria

Elena"""'""""~

MS. SPARKS: Chavez.
MS. MARIA ELENA CHAVEZ: Chavez.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Chavez? I
MS. CHAVEZ: And

see C-h-a-n - Chavez? Okay. Chavez.

Elena.

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: We have a
MS. CHAVEZ:

of a number of other names.

to be so brief that you need to pay

close attention. (Laughter)
the PCP

nam

PCP or let
but to let you know

you know what you

towards that. I

that we have some 25
brought you a
you what the

where in two pages it tells

is

can look

the

I

brought some extra copies if anybody would like some.
So all that I've come to let you know is that we are
working in our communities

"'-''J"-•·u""

those

We are going to

be doing six months' worth of

us into their churches,

their schools, homes, wherever we can
can collectively do to
you.

And what

eradicate this

into to let them know the facts about PCP and what we
uuH:::l..u

Thank you. Does

or at least

at them. So that's all I come to tell

from

should know from the state level comes in- and
us know so that we can

for solutions and we're

if

have my card

that we

address and all that -then let

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:
CHAVEZ:
different agencies and
people.

in the

of

We feel real comfortable with one another a..Ttd we can make some real good inroads with

schools and police depart!nents and counseling places and lots of
We have it all down on those wonderful

a lot of communication.

So

done.

ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Is there a program elsewhere

state that -- is this brand new

in terms of ••.
MS. CHAVEZ:

Yes, brand new in terms of California, at least, um-hmm.

there's - I don't know that anybody else has a problem of the

rm not sure if
what

that we have.

kind of efforts they've done up. We are receiving tons of phone calls from everywhere about giving us
information on what you're doing and how we're doing it.

And so we're getting- we're sending this

particular piece and another one out to people as they need it.
We just- we're at the school (?) conference yesterday where we passed out about 1,100 of
these pieces to youngsters instead of yet again more forms for schools.

See, youngsters seem to

really be- find this an easy read because it's two pages and they can, you know, they don't like
at these things very much. This just kind of, in two pages, it's all it there, informs. So we've
had a lot of help with all of our efforts and we feel real good about our project.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE:

Sounds good.

We'll be watching it and congratulations and good

luck.
MS. CHAVEZ: Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Anyone else in the audience to be heard? If not- yes?
MS.

(?)

May I make several comments?
CORTESE: Sure.
You had mentioned a minute ago about

MS.

_ __
____:.....;....

CORTESE:

you come up and .••

Okay. About television. And the

that the film industry

was the fact

that occurred to me

being addressed or television

have a TV

in my home and I don't go to the movies for the reason of the violence that is there.
low-budget film that just came out I heard over a local radio station that's called
can bet, as soon as that movie hits the, you know, the screens, that people are
know, the freeway shootings. And I think that for me

a

or, you

There was a
and you

to increase, you
thing to take a

at, is that, the way that's coming out, the violence issue of either the films or television. And we are
reaching an audience and what are we teaching them? Not a lot.
And then another thought occurred to me that no
population in regards to neighborhood

rve worked for years with schizophrenics, paranoid

schizophrenics, manic-depressives and a lot of them
background due to their mental

was made of the mentally ill

And I think that

a lot of violence in their
SO!ne

your studies because they do perpetrate a lot of crimes because of their illness.
One of the things that Pat Dwyer - Lieutenant Dwyer -

mentioned today was Si Se Puede and

the success of that project. They are also working in conjunction with San Jose State and involving
the university at that level, has been real successful, and he didn't mention that today so I wanted to
mention that, that that's been real successful, their involvement in making that program work, the
recreation department and, you know, having classes to train their community workers to carry out
that program.
She was talking about PCP. In the month of September for Juvenile Hall, I have their arrest
admissions record. For PCP, 32. were arrested in the month of September in Juvenile Hall. Then also
for the violation of probation, there were 102. arrests in the month of September, recidivism.

So

just •••
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: We aren't ignoring that, the mentally ill.
MS.

(?)

: I'm not saying you were; I just didn't here it addressed.

SENATOR McCORQUODALE:

(Cross talking) ••• in Los Angeles another hearing we spent a

whole day yesterday in Los Angeles.
MS.

(?)

: Okay. I just didn't want to be •••

SENATOR McCORQUODALE:

It is a problem and it also carries over again into the prisons;

they're building a prison, a jail, in Los Angeles and the sheriff now operates the largest psychiatric
hospital in, probably, maybe the world, certainly in the United States, and it has a couple thousand
cells and 500 of them will be psychiatric. So certainly everybody, including the sheriff, feels very
strongly about it, about building psychiatric hospitals.
MS.

(?)

: A lot of our mentally ill are sitting in the jails downtown and I've been in there

to interview in my previous capacity, and it is a hell inside that jail for the mentally ill.
makes them want to go out and do it more. Their paranoia increases while they're in there.
Okay. Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYMAN CORTESE: Thank you very much.
Again, anyone in the audience to be heard? If not, the hearing is adjourned.
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INFORMATION GUIDE
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friends and other community members are often best able to
>lp the PCP abuser by using the following steps:

- Acknowledge and do something about the
at home or In the community

- learn about drug and alcohol abuse In order

• Get support for the abuser. Try the various
and professional resources or services

Intervention - This Is a way that families & friends can
confront the abuser with the harsh realities of
their situation to enable him/her to seek treatment.
Professionals In your area can help

l

ABUSE

PREPARED BY:
W. STANFORD, PH.D.,
DIRECTOR OF CliNiCAL SERVICES, PATHWAYSOCIETY, INC.
IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE EASTSIDE PCP PREVENTION NETWORK:
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AlUM ROCK COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, INC.
BOVSCOUTSOFSANTACLARACOUNTY
PATHWAY SOCIETY, INC.
KICU TV· 36
FUNDED BY UNITEDWAYOFSANTACLARA COUNTY
TYPESET & PRINTING DONATED BY
CALIFORNIANS PREVENTING VIOLENCE·
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES, INC.
OCTOBER,1987
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PCP is phencyclidine
ten-cykladeen), a very dangerous street drug. Users of
this drug may experience a variety ol harmful physical and psychological effects. PCP can
produce extreme toxicity and
cause unpredictable behavioral effects on the user.
\Ji'll}{]ll"iiT\1~
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PCP is made in clandestine
The manufacture of this substance is illegal, and the person
who makes the drug (
·cooker· ) is usually one step ahead of the law. There is
NO quality control in
illegal manufacturing of PCP. This means that we never know:
the potency,
whether tha
the
the
PCP is a most dangerous
However, the situation
toxic for the user.
the manufacturing process

[!ll©G'" 0$

~IN!@WIM

drug
or contaminants

!eVil of tha "chemist" making the drug.
unpredictable drug in its effect on the user.
if ti':e drug is contaminated, too poiunt, or too
there are too many unknowns that can creep into
a potential for greater problems.
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Alternative names include:
Blast
Elephant Trank
Crystal
Wack
Embalming Fluid
There are alot of myths
information is important.
organizations. Don't be
Possible resources
fr~I(J)W

Sherms
Angel Dust

Ozone
Rocker/Jet Fuel
K-Biast

KJ
Horse Trank
Super weed
frank
Dust

untruths concerning PCP on the Streets. Getting good, valid
out such inforrn;:;.tion from qualified persons and
!o ask questions! Don't take your best friends advice!
at the end of this booklet.
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Some of the biggest

ot PCP user are:

• the unpredlclableness of lis reaction on a person
• the
that can happen as a result of being under the
lnlluence
side effects that Include anxiety, depression,
and physical illness
alter-effects Including amnesia, confusional
dlsorhmlallon
PCP Abuse
-2-

Because PCP accumulates in the body, it can be re-released at its full
Tl1is characteristic of PCP makes the drug extremely hazardous to
dr1v1ng an automobile, working with any kind of equipment, etc.).

at any time.
and others (e.g.

Treatment (Con't)
MEXICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION: 926-2818
(Outpatient treatment services)

If you suspect someone is under the influence of PCP, do the following:
• Get assistance from others.
If the person Is violent, hostile, or
agitated, do not attempt to help on your own. PCP can make the
user stronger and less. sensitive to pain. If therE~ Is no one
Immediately available to provide help, dial 911 for assistance.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY DRUG-FREE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM: 270..2587
(Outpatient treatment services)

• Reduce
person
Do nol
cannot

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE: 988·4200
(Call for meeting locations, times, and days)

i::~·l)'[iJ~[[;iN]IQ\f

·Call lor medical assistance.
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You can have s positive Impact In our community against
abuse. Know the facts about this dangerous drug. Know how to
to get help by using the community resources svallable.
~rrfl"~cu~.
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a "joint"

The effects of PCP begin within a couple of minutes of ingestion. A high can last up to eight
hours. Unpleasant effects can occur randomly. These side effects may Include
sudden violent and hostile responses. PCP causes the user to experience.

i::& trll!il1i. OOu

CAPS: 286·1090
(CAPS provides inpatient and outpatient treatment

Bf.MEM6J~B:

PCP usually comes in three forms: liquid, powder, or pill. PCP can
swallowed, or injected.
The most common method of Ingestion is by
The PCP is sprinkled on parsley leaves or combined with marijuana and rolled

SANTA CLARA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES: 299-6002
PHARM-CHEM LABS (for drug testing):
(415) 328·6200

PATHWAY SOCIETY, INC.: 244-1834
(Pathway provides both inpatient and outpatient treatment

CALL NEAREST HOSPITAL FOR ADVICE AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES.

iiilu©r!':
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DIAL 911 IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS. TELL THEM YOU SUSPECT PCP USE.

local organizations oller either information or treatment
'""·"'"'"·" list is not all inclusive, but provides a basic listing of those
the community.

C<O>!lLlt'Jflf'C'U'':f
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NARANON FAMILY GROUPS: 923-3897
(For family members, friends, and others concerned about a PCP user. Call
meeting locations, times, and days)

·Observe the person closely for changes In behavior.
such physlcal changes as muscle rigidity,
convulsions.
Watch for severe mood
behavior.

u<O>
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light, noise, and activity around the p!!I'SOn. Keep the
as quiet as possible. Do nol conlronl or act aggressive.
try to talk the person down. PCP is no! like LSD; you
help the person off a bad trip on PCP.

ser~~ices)

•
•
•
•
•
•

ser~~ic<?s)

ALUM ROCK COUNSELING CENTER: 251·8623
(Provides assessment, intervention and referral)
COMADRES, FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY: 288-6209
(Outpatient treatment services for women)
PCP Abuse

·3·

Heavy perspiration
Numbness and lack of pain awareness
Increased blood pressure/Increased heart rate
Nausea and dizziness
Agitation and restlessness
Uncontrolled eye movements
Disorientation and lack of coordinated movement

PCP Abuse
-4-

Effects (Con'f)
It also causes the user to feel a sense of:
Euphoria or false sense of well being
Separation from reality and depression
Delusions of feeling estranged from self and surroundings
Hallucinations Including hearing things that are not there.
A number of unpleasant after effects of PCP can last up to several days after the
use of the drug. These after effects include: episodes of severe depression, bad headaches,
speech problems (stuttering), amnesia, flashbacks, sleepesness and restlessness.
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PCP Is different than any other drug. PCP is a stimulant, a depressarn, a
hallucinogen, and an anesthetic rolled into one substance. The effects of using this drug can
happen at once or randomly.
The first phase ol PCP intoxication includes intensified sensations and perceptions, twisted
and distorted time and space orientations. and often bizarre hallucinations. These qualities
usually fade into a heavy depression and withdrawal/detachment. Impaired coordination
resulting in slurred speech and jiggling eye movements is common. A blank stare and an
to walk normally are also symptoms.

At higher, doses, PCP causes a flooding of reactions within the user. Reactions include:
• A sharp drop In blood pressure
• Muscular rigidity
• Convulsions
• Coma leading to possible death
An all too common experience for the PCP user is the unpredictable and very frightening bad
trip. A sudden, extreme, and uncontrollable mood change occurs. This is accompanied by
bizarre delusions and often terrifying hallucinations. A PCP bad trip may cause the
person to erupt In aggressive or hostile behavior. Since PCP sometimes causes
amnesia, the user may not remember the experience of the bad trip once it is over.

MAKE CERTAIN THAT YOU HAVE ACCURATE, UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION
CONCERNING THIS VERY DANGEROUS DRUG. DO NOT ACCEPT THE WORD OF
YOUR FRIENDS CONCERNING ITS EFFECTS. USE THIS BOOKlET AND THE
RESOURCES LISTED TO INCREASE YOUR KNOWlEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING.

KEEP PCP OUT OF YOUR BODY AND OUT OF YOUR LIFE!!!
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APPENDIX II
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From:

Crime

To:

lt. Bill

Subject:

Ten-Year San Jose

I

May 22. 1987
ces
(
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The attached tables are based on San Jose's FBI Crime Index,
including arson. The number of crimes included in the Crime Index
is shown by crime type. The crimes are also aggregated into two
major categories: violent crimes vs. property crimes. in order to
see those two trends. Finally, robberies are subdivided into
armed vs. strong-arm robberies while burglaries are subdivided
into residential, school. and other burglaries.
The first table shows the actual number of offenses for each year
from 1977 to 1986. The second table shows the percent change
obtained by comparing 1986 to each prior year. In the second
table, for example, the first column of figures represents
percentage of increases or decreases in 1986 compared to 1977 as
the base year; in the second column, 1978 would be the base year,
etc.
Calendar year 1986
a lower Crime
than any year since
1976. Property crimes were at an all-time 10 year low. Violent
crimes increased by 15% over 1985, mostly due to a 38% increase in
felony assaults associated with mandatory domestic violence
reporting. Forcible rape and strong-arm robbery also increased
but only slightly.
Compared to five
in 1986. Compa
burglary, and
reductions are

Re:

CAS #7913

lu

1 crime categories were lower
(
) , armed robbery,
lower in 1986. The crime
21%
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A recent study of
high school classrooms in six
demonstrated
at
t
law-related educa
participat
in de
c
the sup?ort of the Office
Juveni
Prevention during the
i
of 1981,
in bot!1 metropolitan
non-metro
itan areas.
Law-related education is designed
secondarv students civ
tence,
uncerstanding of and co~~itment to
processes, and v ues essential to
of our free society. It is not an
curriculum on ~he s
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behavior ranged from sl
t to substantial. Even
evidence of becoming violent "career delinquents"
improvement from their exposure to law-related education.
t

These findings confirmed the bel f e
ss
more
2,00
professionals surveyed in 1980 and 1981 that law-related educat
can improve the behavior of young persons. In both years, a
substantial national majority of elementary and secondary school
principals, chief state school officers, juvenile and fami
cour
judges, state juvenile justice specialists, and members of
National Council for the Social Studies, not only express
e
view that law-related education was beneficial but offe
to
to support its implementation.
This study was part of an evaluation of grants from the Office o
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention of the u. s. Departme
of Justice to six national law-related education organizations:
The Special Committee on Youth Education for Citizenship
of the American Bar Association, Norman Gross, Staff
DirectorThe Children's Legal Rights Information and Traning Center,
Roberta Gottesman, Director
The Constitutional Rights Foundation, Vivian Monroe,
Executive Director
.
Law in a Free Society, Charles 1L Quigley, Executive
Director
T.:.e National Street La\-.r Institute, ,Jason new1.1an and
Edward O'Brien, Co-Directors
Phi Alphu Delta Law Fraternit
ter ation~l, Robert
Director of Law-Related
uca ion Projects.
The classes evaluated used curriculu1.1 materials de

Constitutional Rights Foundation, Law in a Free Society, a
National Street Law Institute.
Additional information on the evaluation m
directors of che study:
Dr. Rob0rt !lunter
Cent•2r for Action Reseat-ch

P. 0. Box 3578

Boulder, CO BOjQJ
(303)

443-7977

tained from

Dr. M
Jane Tu~ner
Social Sc1ence Educv.tio
Consortium
SS roadH
Bou er, CO 80302
(303}

492-3154

The stu
cn1cation
ance o

c

s w

the use o

v
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e

o

decreased their acce
problems;

lence to so

o

decre'ased their dependence on maintaini
relationships wi
others who engage in delinquency behavior;

o

reported a decrease in the degree to which they felt their
parents viewed them in a negative manner

The study also revealed positive trends \vith regard to additional
factors known to be associ~ted with delinquency. These included:
o

a decrease in feelings of isolation from teachers;

o

a decrease in the degree to which they felt teachers vie
them in a negative manner;

o

a decrease in the degree to
ich they felt other s
viewed them in a negative mariner;

o

a reduction 1n the frustration they felt between the goals
they wished to achieve and their perceptions of their
~bilities to achieve those goals.

nts

I

In addition, it was found that increased knowledge of the law, the
Constitution, and the legal system was directly related to
reductions in delinquency. Because of uneven compliance hy teac
with recom.'Tlendations for proper presentation of la·,.;-related
education in their classes, i::~prove;.~ents in behavior occurred or.l
in soi~ of the c~asses studied. However, in four classes which ·.t~
pro rly i
emcn
, a n
r of desirable changes occurred.
these classes, which enroll
a to 1 of 72 students, there
1 ~
_ol owin
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1
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h ve
een
levels of delinquent

.

o

30 fewer thefts;

o

24

0
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o

38 fe·..:er

fewer acts of
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st other ·st

s

fewer index offenses motor vnhicle thefts, gang
br2aking anJ entering, strongarming te~chers);
instanc•~s

of avoiding [\Jyment::; for goo(Js and

services.
At th·~ s.::1me time that trH:: 'above stu·:':~n'::::> ceJu.;t-:!r'l their:- ·3r:li:'1:.:n:.:> ~
behavior, the control st1.n1ent::; in LH: s.1.me sc!1ools either shcv.;r::d
01: increaseJ the numb~~r of off:enst-':s t:H~
committe•) in th<? abovr:: .:::.nd other c.Jt<'~']Ol~ies.
Fo:::- ex.Jm?le, wic.:1
resp~ct to th~ violdtion of school rules (che~ting on tests a
tru.:1ncy) the students in L1w-relat.·~d educati.cn classes reduC•.!d
their violation
13 while st er1ts in th•: control grr:.n1p cLJ:-.s
incnc:.J.scd their o t r.sc
the a
r::.
by 99.
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